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Subject

This Technical Bulletin describes the features and advantages of the flash based controller shipping with
the LaserLine L5035 and L5020 printers starting November 1998.

Information

Starting in November 1998, Printronix L5035 and L5020 printers are shipping with flash based controllers
versus floppy disk based controllers.  This technology has been proven with our line matrix line of printers
which are using a flash based controller for several years.  The flash controller offers several features and
advantages over the previous controller.  These include:

1.  Reliability improvement over floppy disk based systems.
2.  Improved booting time, 20 to 30 seconds versus several minutes with a floppy disk based

system.
3.  The flash controller has standard 8 MB flash memory for program and emulation storage

versus 2.88 MB of floppy storage on disks.
4.  The flash controller has as standard 32 MB of DRAM memory eliminating the need to order

memory when upgrading or to run specific customer applications.
5.  The software supports 2 virtual printers, like having two printers in one.  Each virtual printer

can have it's own emulation, fonts, forms, and unique configurations.  Switching between the
virtual printers is easily accomplished from the control panel and takes less than 30 seconds.
When your customer requires frequent changes in emulations this feature results in
substantial time savings.

6.  Fonts, logos and forms can now be accessed in under a second versus 30 seconds with a
floppy disk based controller.

The differences between a floppy disk based system and a flash controller based system are:

1.  Floppy disk drives are removed, emulations reside in flash memory.
2.  Emulations and logos and fonts are downloaded from a PC to the non-volatile flash memory.

At a future date we will offer upgrades for the previous floppy disk based model L5031s, L5035s and
L5020s.

IPDS units will not be available with the flash controller until spring 1999.


